Shizuoka Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Promotion Association, Shizuoka Prefecture

The Home of Mt. Fuji

Gourmet Paradise

The Culinary
Experts of the year

2014

In Shizuoka Prefecture, an official commendation is awarded to cooks and confectioners
who have been recognized as contributing to the promotion of the agriculture, forestry
and fisheries industry in the prefecture and enhancement of dietary culture by actively
using made-in-Shizuoka food ingredients and materials.
A total of 373 people had thus far been awarded the title “Culinary Expert
in Shizuoka, Home of Mt. Fuji-Gourmet Paradise.” Of the 373
people, eight were designated “The Culinary Experts of the Year 2014,”
an award whose recipients were selected from those who displayed outstanding
professionalism in the food sector between October 2013 and August 2014.

Shizuoka Prefecture

–Introduction of awardees–
A chef in pursuit of creating the delicious dishes using seafood
and mountain products from the Izu Peninsula
Culinary Expert of the Year 2014

A modern master chef whose superb
cooking technique is unrivalled
Culinary Expert of the Year 2014

Kazumasa Hiyama

Yasuyuki Inotsume

(Ito City)

(Kawazu Town, Kamo County)

Hotel Ito-Garden

“Washoku”

Kaneyoshi Ittoan

“Washoku”

traditional Japanese food

traditional Japanese food

*Reason for selection*

*Reason for selection*

Certified by the Minister of Health,
Labour and Welfare as a modern
master chef, he has been credited with
disseminating the excellence of
made-in-Shizuoka food ingredients
and materials to a range of people in
the prefecture, from elementary and
junior high school students to food
experts in charge of food education.

He has been commended for
disseminating dietary information
from Shizuoka the Gourmet Paradise
and promoting food culture by
demonstrating advanced cooking
skills in cooking classes and tea-based
cuisine at tea ceremonies.

Artistic “Washoku” dishes created by
Mr. Hiyama using his excellent cooking techniques

See website

Japanese-styled “Izu Kaiseki” dishes
using fresh seafood and mountain products

See website

A chef who touches customers’ hearts by executing his work
without compromise and with a delicate sensibility
Culinary Expert of the Year 2014

A chef who outperforms other chefs in Shizuoka the Gourmet Paradise in terms of
tradition, technique, and the use of local food ingredients and materials
Culinary Expert of the Year 2014

Takayuki Ono

Mitsuhiro Ishikawa

(Izu City)

(Fujinomiya City)

Nenoyu Taizanso
“Washoku”

Restaurant Mitsu

French cuisine

traditional Japanese food

*Reason for selection*

*Reason for selection*
His “creativity-rich” Japanese dishes
have been highly evaluated as
“uniquely Shizuokan.” Especially
recognized were his cooking sense
and his meal-decorating techniques.
As a professional expert in food
education, he has also been credited
with promoting food education in
Shizuoka.

Japanese dishes that are excellent visually
and in taste

He has been awarded in recognition
of his role in promoting the
development of human resources in
the food sector. Specifically, he has
been commended for training and
educating dietitians, who are close to
children and thus play an important
role in their nutrition, and also for
launching a group aimed at
promoting food education in
cooperation with local chefs.

See website

French dishes using mountain food products,
grown with Mt. Fuji water

See website
A French cuisine cook known for his mastery
in arranging food ingredients in a superb manner
Culinary Expert of the Year 2014

A chef in pursuit of genuine food ingredients
Culinary Expert of the Year 2014

Fuminori Nishitani

Masayuki Yamaguchi

(Fujieda City)

(Kikugawa City)

NORI

Italian cuisine

Restaurant çava.K.

French cuisine

*Reason for selection*

*Reason for selection*

He has been commended for
disseminating the excellence of local
food ingredients by developing new
dishes in cooperation with local
people. He has been also credited
with promoting food education by
launching Team Nori, a local group in
which farm producers also
participate.

He has been recognized for
developing and publicizing gibier
dishes. He has been also praised for
introducing French dishes using
traditional farm products through
lecture sessions, and promoting food
education.

“Creative” Italian cuisine using food materials chosen
by the chef visiting the farms

See website

French cuisine full of unique and flexible ideas,
produced using seasonal food materials

See website

A chef known as a pioneer in the campaign to promote local production and
local consumption of foodstuffs in order to spread tasty dishes in the local area
Culinary Expert of the Year 2014

A chef in pursuit of Chinese cuisine of the finest quality
based on the idea that medicine and food have the same origin
Culinary Expert of the Year 2014

Hisayuki Adachi

Satoru Okabe

Restaurant Harmony

Chinese Restaurant Houou

(Iwata City)

French cuisine

(Hamamatsu City)

Chinese cuisine

*Reason for selection*

*Reason for selection*

He has been recognized as
contributing to society by building
local networks of cooks through
study sessions on locally grown food
ingredients and materials, and
holding cooking class for local
people.

He has been praised for promoting
medicinal cooking fully using locally
grown food ingredients based on the
idea that medicine and food have the
same origin. He has been also active
in disseminating medicinal cooking
to the general public by holding
seminars on the subject.

French cuisine taking full advantage of locally grown foodstuffs

See website

Medicinally-cooked Chinese dishes
meant to enhance people’s health and beauty

See website
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–Efforts by Shizuoka Prefecture, home of Mt. Fuji and Gourmet Paradise–

Mark symbolizing
Shizuoka, home of
Mt. Fuji and
Gourmet Paradise

Shizuoka Prefecture is rich in nature. Well known landmarks in this central Japan prefecture are Mt. Fuji, the highest mountain in Japan,
and Suruga Bay, the deepest bay in Japan. The number of agriculture, forestry and fishery products grown in Shizuoka is one of the largest
in Japan. The prefecture is always ranked highly in the number of awards granted by the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.
Shizuoka is a treasure house or the “kingdom” of foodstuffs.
By taking advantage of its strength in the area of food, Shizuoka has been promoting a policy of locally consuming locally-grown
products “tastefully, enjoyably, beautifully, and wisely” the prefecture’s attempt to create a food culture that is attractive to people both in
Japan and abroad. Shizuoka promotes itself as the nation’s Gourmet Paradise.

Website of the campaign to make Shizuoka, home of Mt. Fuji, the Gourmet Paradise
Marketing Promotion Division, Marketing and Research Bureau, Economy and Industry Department, Shizuoka Prefectural Government
9-6 Otemachi, Aoi-ku, Shizuoka City, Shizuoka Prefecture 420-8601 TEL.054-221-3389 FAX.054-221-2698
*Information current as of February 2015

